RESTRICTED GIFT FUND HIERARCHY

**Fund Type H1 – Research Gifts**
Gifts received to further research or scholarly pursuits; gifts that support the mission of a research center, including membership fees; gifts which are restricted by the donor specifically for scholarship and fellowship support (i.e. graduate or undergraduate tuition, fees and stipend only). All gifts go to Research Centers, regardless of use, are included in this category.

**HH1 – Center Administration Research Gifts**
- H10000 – Corporate Center Administration Research Gifts
- H11000 – Other Center Administration Research Gifts

**HH4 – Equipment Gifts**
- H40000 – Corporate Equipment Gifts
- H41000 – Other Equipment Gifts

**HH5 – Fellowship & Scholarship Gifts**
- H50000 – Corporate Fellowship Gifts
- H51000 – Other Fellowship Gifts
- H55000 – Corporate Scholarship Gifts
- H56000 – Other Scholarship Gifts

**HH7 – Research Gifts**
- H70000 – Corporate Research Gifts
- H71000 – Other Research Gifts

**Fund Type H2 – Non-Research Gifts**
Gifts that are to supplement departmental operating activities (instructional or departmental development funds) or for curriculum development. Gifts to the library or for athletics also fall within this category.

**HH2 – Curriculum Development Gifts**
- H20000 – Corporate Curriculum Development Gifts
- H21000 – Other Curriculum Development Gifts

**HH3 – Department Development Gifts**
- H30000 – Corporate Department Development Gifts
- H31000 – Other Department Development Gifts

**HH6 – Internship & Training Gifts**
- H60000 – Corporate Internship Gifts
- H61000 – Other Internship Gifts
- H65000 – Corporate Training Gifts
- H66000 – Other Training Gifts

**HH8 – Workshop Gifts (includes memberships and conferences)**
- H80000 – Corporate Workshop Gifts
- H81000 – Other Workshop Gifts

**HH9 – Other Gifts**
- H90000 – Corporate Other Gifts
- H91000 – Other Other Gifts

**Fund Type H3 – Gifts with Waived Surcharge**
Gifts that meet the criteria specified in the Institute’s policy for granting waiver of surcharge on a restricted gift.